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Office of the P1·esident 

October 30, 2014 

Jan Lindsay, QC, President 
The Law Society of British Columbia 
845 Cambie Street, 
Vancouver, BC V6B 4Z9 

Dear President Lindsay: 

Education. Transformation. IMPACT. 

URGENT 

RE: Trinity Western University ("TWU") School of Law 

We write with respect to the motion (the "Motion") passed by the Benchers on September 
26,2014. As reported by you, the Referendum conducted pursuant to the Motion met the 
thresholds set out in the Motion, with the required percentage of lawyers voting in favour of 
the Resolution declaring that our proposed law school "is not an approved faculty of law". 

While we cannot know what motivated each lawyer to vote for this Resolution, and in fact we 
have been advised that some voted for it simply because of their opinion that B.C. does not 
need another law school, the vocal opposition to our School of Law has focused on six 
words contained within 1WUs Community Covenant. As you know, our Community 
Covenant, including those words, articulate religious beliefs on which 1WU is based and 
reflect a shared commitment within our community to uphold common evangelical Christian 
standards of behavior. 

The Motion contemplated that the Benchers will automatically implement this Resolution. In 
our letter of September 16, we explained why doing so would be a breach of the Benchers' 
administrative law duties. 

It is still open for the Benchers to make any further decision with respect to future 1WU 
School of Law graduates based on the constitutional and other legal issues and principles 
involved, instead of accepting a popular vote. For the reasons set out in our previous 
submissions, and despite the result of the Referendum, there is only one decision open to the 
Benchers that accords with their statutory duties under the Legal Profession Act: to abide by the 
decision they made on Apri111, 2014. 

To support that decision, we are writing to provide the Benchers with copies of a number of 
affidavits that have been filed in the Loke tJ. Minister of A dvanced Education of Btitisb Columbia 
proceeding. 
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We are enclosing copies of the following: 

(a) Affidavit of Dr. Jeffrey Greenman: Dr. Greenman is a Ouistian theologian and 
ethicist. He provides evidence about the historical and current Evangelical Ouistian 
understanding and beliefs of marriage, including its religious significance to our 
community. He explains how the Community Covenant comports with historical and 
current evangelical Ouistian teachings, including in its requirement that members of our 
community treat everyone with kindness, respect, compassion and love (paragraphs 51 
and 57). 

Dr. Greenman notes (para.39) that approximately 11-12% of the Canadian population is 
associated with communities reflecting evangelical Christian beliefs and practices. This is the 
religious minority in Canada that is primarily served by 1WU and of which 1WU is a part. 

(b) Affidavit of Samuel Reimer. Dr. Reimer is a sociologist with extensive expertise on 
evangelicalism in Canada. He explains how evangelical Ouistians comprise a distinct 
religious subculture in this country and that it is common for both religious and non
religious subcultures to maintain distinctive codes of conduct. These benefit the group 
by increasing the strength and commitment of members and by providing meaning and a 
sense of belonging to members. 

These benefits are in addition to the constitutionally protected rights our members enjoy to 
freedom of religion, freedom of association and freedom of expression under the Charter. 

Dr. Reimer goes on to explain how subcultures, and particularly the one served by 1WU, 
benefit society in a variety of ways. In short, Dr. Reimer's evidence explains why it remains 
important to 1WU to maintain its Community Covenant, suggesting the harm that will be 
done to 1WU if it were compelled to discard it. 

(c) Affidavit of Dr. Gerald Longjohn: Dr. Longjohn is an expert in college student 
spiritual formation and the development, and application of student conduct codes in 
North American Christian colleges and universities. In his expert report, he describes 
how it is common and expected for all colleges and universities to have codes of conduct 
and that, for Christian institutions, these commonly include (but are not limited to) 
expectations related to moral standards with biblical rationales. 

With his background, Dr. Longjohn studied TWU's Community Covenant and opines that it 
is well-aligned with our Core Values, similar in tone and content with documents at other 
Ouistian universities and has important spiritual formation and restorative functions. He 
states that the Community Covenant is conducive to the integration of faith and learning at 
1WU. The Community Covenant is not merely an issue of culture; it is important to TWU's 
statutory mandate to provide university education "with an underlying philosophy and 
viewpoint that is Ouistian." 

(d) Affidavit of William (Bill) Taylor. Mr. Taylor is the Executive Director of the 
Evangelical Free Church of Canada and explains the historical and current connection 
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between 1WU and that Christian denomination of churches. He explains how and why 
the O:nnmunity Covenant continues to be an imponant aspect of the religious 
foundation of TWU. As he explains, an "attempt to separate faith and theological belief 
from how a believer lives" (para. 30) is artificial and would render meaningless the 
teachings of Jesus. He explains how the Community Covenant is an imponant relational 
bond within our Christian educational community and that, without such a mutual 
commitment, TWU would "effectively cease to be an expressly evangelical Christian 
community'' (para. 47). 

(e) Affidavit ofBrayden Volkenant: Mr. Volkenant is an evangelical Christian and a TWU 
alumnus. He describes his experience at 1WU and explains his desire to attend the 1WU 
School of Law. 

(Q Affidavits of Arend Strikwerda, Austin Davies, lain Cook, Jason Cowan, Jessie 
Legaree and Natalie Hebert These are some of the affidavits filed in the Loke 
proceeding from 1WU alumni that demonstrate: (a) the diversity of 1WU's student body; 
(b) the importance of the Community Covenant to our community; and (c) how our 
community has honoured the obligation in the Community Covenant to "treat all persons 
with respect and dignity, and uphold their God-given worth" . 

Prior to implementing the result of the Referendum, we ask that the Benchers carefully 
consider these affidavits, particularly in light of the constitutional protections afforded TWU 
and the members of our community under the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. While there is no 
evidence that TWU School of Law graduates will not be fully qualified to practice law, these 
materials provide further context and evidence of the harm that would be caused to TWU 
and the members of our community should the Benchers decide to reject our graduates' 
academic qualifications based on our religious beliefs. 

Sincerely, 

u~ 
Bob Kuhn, J.D. 
President 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

BETWEEN: 

AND: 

TREVORLOKE 

PETITIONER 

MINISTER OF ADV AN CED EDUCATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA and 
TRINITY WESTERN UNIVERSITY 

RESPONDENTS 

AFFIDAVIT 

I, Dr. Jeffrey P. Greenman, Theologian and Ethicist, of Vancouver, British Columbia, MAKE 
OATH AND SAY AS FOLLOWS: 

1. I am Executive Vice President and Academic Dean and also Associate Professor of 

Theology and Ethics at Regent College in Vancouver, British Columbia. I have personal 

knowledge of the facts and matters hereinafter deposed to by me, except where the same 

are stated to be on information and belief, and as so those facts, I believe them to be true. 

2. Regent College is located at 5800 University Boulevard, Vancouver, B.C. and is on the 

campus of the University of British Columbia. Regent College was founded in 1968 and 

is a graduate school of theology. It wekomes students from all ends of the theological 

spectrum but, as an institution, is both evangelical and orthodox. As an evangelical 

institution, Regent College has a statement of faith modeled on that of the World 

Evangelical Fellowship. 
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Attendance at TWU 

5. Before attending TWU, I completed my first two years towards an undergraduate degree 
at the University College of the Cariboo, Williams Lake Campus - now known as 
Thompson Rivers University, Williams Lake Campus. 

6. I attended TWU for three semesters, and graduated with an undergraduate degree from 
TWU in Psychology in December of 2003. 

7. I was raised in what I would consider a fairly open-minded Christian household. My dad 
was a University professor and my mom was a teacher. Despite my Christian upbringing, 
however, I was questioning the existence of God when I transferred to TWU and would 
not have considered myself a practicing Christian at that time. I chose to attend TWU 
because I had heard of its strong academic record. I thought that it would be an 
appropriate choice for completing my undergraduate degree with a view to getting into 
law school. 

8. When I first applied for admission at TWU, I recall that I was required to sign a 
document called the "Responsibilities of Membership". I understood that this document 
set out the community standards applicable to students attending TWU. 

9. Being that I was not a practicing Christian when I first applied for admission at TWU, the 
moral principles expressed in the Responsibilities of Membership were not necessarily 
reflective of my personal moral values at that time. However, I strove to abide by the 
moral standards set out in the Responsibilities of Membership during the time that I 
attended TWU because I knew that they were an expression of the religious beliefs of the 
TWU community that I had agreed to belong to. When I chose to attend TWU, I made a 
conscious decision to go to a university that maintained and espoused expressly 
evangelical Christian beliefs. In choosing to become a member of TWU, I believed it 
incumbent on me to try and respect the values of the community. 

10. As a transfer student from another university, I did not know anyone when I first attended 
TWU. However, I had no difficulty making friends and getting plugged into the TWU 
community. I recall that both faculty and fellow students went out of their way to make 
me feel welcome. 

11. As mentioned above, when I was a student at TWU, I did not consider myself a Christian 
and questioned whether God existed at all. Despite the fact that most of my friends and 
classmates at TWU were quite open about their evangelical religious beliefs, I never felt 
pressured by other community members to accept or endorse those beliefs. I don't recall 
being made to feel any less welcome or accepted when my classmates learned that I did 
not share their religious worldview. 

12. While at TWU, I recall engaging in a-lot of very open conversations about a number of 
topics. In my dorm, religion was among the most frequently discussed issues. My first 
year roommate at TWU was a Buddhist. Another year I had a roommate that was Roman , 
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Catholic. I did not recommit my life until partway through my first semester of 
attendance. However, despite the fact that I had recommitted my life, the beliefs or 
denominational views that I held were vastly different from the majority of people at 
TWU. Most of the other people that I knew identified as evangelical Christians. In my 
experience, despite the fact that my religious views did not align with the majority of my 
roommates, I found that discussions around this subject were informative and mutually 
respectful. I don't ever recall being disparaged or insulted for my lack of or difference of 
viewpoint. On the contrary, my other dorm mates appeared interested to learn about 
religious viewpoints and perspectives that differed from their own. 

13. A similarly inclusive atmosphere was reflected in the classroom settings that I 
participated in. I knew that all of my professors were evangelical Christians who 
maintained different beliefs than my own. These professors were very open about their 
religious identity. However, never once did any of my professors tell me that I was 
wrong when I expressed my views. I felt like no matter the issue being debated, I was 
invited to think for myself and reach my own conclusions. 

14. I recall one occasion in particular that, to me, demonstrated the welcoming and inclusive 
community environment that I associate with TWU. In my final year at TWU, one of my 
professors invited a transgendered person to be a guest speaker in my Human Sexuality 
course. I was aware from prior class discussions that many of my fellow classmates were 
Christians. However, I remember being very impressed with the accepting attitude 
displayed by my fellow classmates when addressing this guest speaker, despite the fact 
that his views may have clashed with their religiously informed understandings of gender 
and sexuality. From what I could observe, the other students in the class seemed 
genuinely interested in understanding the speaker's experiences, and were sensitive in 
communicating their own positions. I don't recall any negative or disparaging remarks 
ever being made to or about this speaker. At the end of the speaker's presentation, I 
recall him specifically thanking the students in the class for their warm reception and 
sensitivity. I am aware that this speaker has returned to share his story with TWU 
students on several subsequent occasions. 

Life after TWU 

15. 

16. 

I have read the Community Covenant, which I understand replaced the Responsibilities 
of Membership document that I signed, and agree with the Christian moral values 
expressed therein. 

When I attended law school at the University of Manitoba, I felt that the Christian moral 
values I had come to embrace were not respected, or even tolerated. I again found myself 
in the position of being a minority viewpoint, but this time my experience was totally 
different. I observed that other people in my classes were treated poorly when they 
expressed viewpoints on moral issues that aligned with my Christian values. If my views 
differed from the majority, I knew that in voicing them I would be subject to degrading 
comments and standoffish behaviours from others. .: tt:; 
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17. Although when I signed the Responsibilities of Membership I was not a practicmg 
Christian, I respected what I believed TWU was trying to accomplish in requiring its 
students to adhere to these moral guidelines - to create an environment hospitable to the 
religious beliefs of the majority of Christian students and faculty attending there. I 
believe that the opportunity to attend a law school that nurtured my religious beliefs 
would have been a very positive experience. I am familiar with the proposal put forward 
by TWU in respect to its School of Law and believe I would have considered attending 
had this option been available to me. 

18. Since graduating law school, I have developed a practice that concentrates in the area of 
family law. As a family lawyer, I work with families from many different backgrounds 
during a very difficult time in their lives. I am frequently required to act for people 
whose views on marriage, divorce and sexuality differ from my Christian values. I have 
no issues with accepting same-sex clients in my practice and would not treat them any 
differently than any other client. The fact that my Christian views affirm that marriage is 
a lifelong commitment between one man and one woman does not prevent me from 
giving equal treatment to clients dealing with family law issues arising from same-sex 
relationships. 

19. I have never allowed my personal beliefs to affect the way that I provide legal services to 
my clients. As a member of the legal profession in British Columbia, I took an oath that 
prevents me from perverting the law to favour or prejudice anyone and requires me to 
uphold the rule of law and the rights and freedoms of all persons. I take this oath very 
seriously and I would consider it a breach of my professional obligations to treat any 
person, including a person of same-sex orientation, differently or to provide a lesser 
standard of service because that person's family relationship is different than what my 
Christian beliefs might treat as normative. 

20. I consider my professional obligation to provide legal services in a non-discriminatory 
manner as being entirely <;Qnsistent with the community values I accepted while at TWU. 

SWORN BEFORE ME/;t the City of ) 
Cranbrook in the Pro\! nee of British ) 
Columbia, tll:is 7th day of ly, 2014. ) 

A Co filS 

blumbia 
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MARKO M. MARY~, .:J.D. Barrister & Soli "tor ' , 
Suite 201, 907 Bake treet 
Cranbroo~J!C Vl A4 
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NATALIE LYNN HEBERT 
Permanent Address: 311 i'' AveS., Cranbrook, BC VIC 2J8 Home: 250.421.4191 Ojjice:250.426. 7211 
Email Address: Home:four_bears@shaw.ca Office: Nata/ie@rockieslaw.com 

Education 

Employment 

BACHELOR OF LAW 

University of Manitoba 
YEARS ATTENDED: 2004-2007 

*Dean's Honours List 2006 and 2007/ Pitblado Scholar 
*2007 Highest Grade in 3'd Year Class (for the year) 
*Won Second Place in the Moot Negotiations Competition 
*Member of the Yearbook Committee (2005/2006) 
*Member of Phi Delta Phi and The Christian Legal Fellowship 

Winnipeg, Manitoba 

BACHELOR OF ARTS YEARS ATTENDED: 2002-2003 
MAJOR IN PSYCHOLOGY /MINOR IN ENGLISH 

Trinity Western University Langley, British Columbia 

*Graduated with Honours 
*Member of the Undergraduate Psychology Student Initiative group 

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS 

CONCENTRATION IN PSYCHOLOGY 

YEARS ATTENDED: 1998-2002 

Thompson Rivers University Williams Lake, British Columbia 
(Formerly Known as University College of the Cariboo) 

*Secretary of the Student Council for 2 years 

Lawyer YEARS EMPLOYED: 2011-CURRENT 

Rockies Law Corporation Cranbrook, B.C. 

* Practicing Lawyer May 2011 to Current 
* General Practice: Family, Wills & Estates, Civil Litigation, MHRP 

Lawyer 
Vanderburgh & Company 
Barristers and Solicitors 

* Articled May 2007 to May 2008 
* Practicing Lawyer May 2008 to May 2011 

YEARS EMPLOYED: 2007-2011 

Williams Lake, B. C. 

*General Practice: Family, Wills & Estates, Civil Litigation, Corporate, Commercial, 
Real Estate, Criminal Defence, MHRP 

City Councillor 
~Ciry of Williams Lake 

YEARS EMPLOYED: 2008-2011 

Williams Lake, B. C. 

*Portfolio: Social Services and Environment 2008-2011 

Student Research Assistant 
Dr. D. Gutlt, Faculty of Law, 
University of Manitoba 

YEARS EMPLOYED: 2005-2007 

Winnipeg, Manitoba 

*Compilation of research on Canadian and International Law Schools 
*Independent Work 
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Nanny YEARS EMPLOYED: SUMMER 2005 & 2006 
Dr.'s John Kachope and 
Jane Namusuubo-Kachope 

*Responsible for creating a structured learning time 
*Ensured their timely arrival at scheduled lessons 
*Taught the children music theory 
*Prepared meals 

Williams Lake, British Columbia 

ADMINISTRATOR/TEACHER 

Canadian Psychometric Services 
R. U. C.K. U.A.S. Program 

YEARS EMPLOYED: SUMMER 2004 

Williams Lake, British Columbia 

*Kept the files up to date 
*Organized daily activities 
*Planned appointments for the head psychologist 
*Worked one-on-one with a student who had a severe reading impairment 
*Upon conclusion of the program helped write official assessments for 10 students 

STUDENT ORIENT A TION STAFF 

Trinity Western University 

*Welcomed new students during Orientation Week 
*Was a Student Teacher of University 101 

YEARS EMPLOYED: FALL 2003 
Langley, British Columbia 

*Taught classes, graded assignments (including the final essay), posted grades 

STUDENT LIBRARY STAFF 

Trinity Western University 

*Signed books both in and out/shelved the books 
*Helped students locate books 

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP/ 

COPY CENTRE ASSOCIATE 

Staples Business Depot 

*Responsible for both cashing in and out a till 
*Responsible for taking and fulfilling copy orders 

YEARS EMPLOYED: 2003 
Langley, British Columbia 

YEARS EMPLOYED: 2001-2004 

Williams Lake, British Columbia 

*Filled the position of Temporary Copy Centre Lead 
*Responsible for ordering supplies and running the Copy Centre 
*Trained the new Copy Centre Lead and other new staff 

CATALOGUE/FLOOR SALES 

Tardiff Enterprises 
Past Owner of Sears 

YEARS EMPLOYED: 1998-2001 

Williams Lake, British Columbia 

*Responsible for receiving freight and retrieving freight for customers 
*Responsible for selling large items (i.e. appliances, electronics) 
*Responsible for the Daily Accounts Receivable 
*Responsible for stocking the electronics department 
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Volunteer Work 

ACCESS JUSTICE YEARS: 2008-CURRENT 

Williams Lake, B.C./ Cranbrook, B.C. 

*Pro Bono legal advice 

WILLIAMS LAKE POWDER KINGS 

* Secretary for the snowmobile club 

VOLUNTEER DANCE INSTRUCTOR 

*taught ballroom dance, swing dance and latin dance 
once per week in Williams Lake 

WILLIAMS LAKE STUDIO THEATRE 

Actress 

YEARS: 2009-2010 

Williams Lake, B. C. 

YEARS: 2008-2009 

Williams Lake, B.C. 

YEARS: 2008-2009 

Williams Lake, B. C. 

*Acted in "Honk!" and "I Never Saw Another Butterfly" 

OPERATION CHRISTMAS CHILD COORDINATOR 

Christian Legal Fellowship, Student Chapter 
YEARS: 2004-2005 

Winnipeg, Manitoba 

*Coordinated pick-up and drop-off of supplies and boxes 
* Contact person 

SUNDAY SCHOOL COORDINATOR 

Lake City Christian Centre 
YEARS: 1999-2002 

Williams Lake, British Columbia 

*Responsible, with one other person, to provide curriculum 
*Scheduled teachers and helpers for each service (3 times per week each month) 
*Taught classes 

YOUTH LEADER 

Lake City Christian Centre 
YEARS: 1993-2001 

Williams Lake, British Columbia 

*Planned activities, including annual ski trips and summer camp outs 

YOUTH TASK FORCE 

Williams Lake City Council 
YEARS: 2001 

Williams Lake, British Columbia 

*Helped communicate the needs, desires of youth in the community 
*Helped communicate means of affecting change in youth deviance 
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Publications 

Skills 

Interests 

References 

US-CHINA LAW REVIEW 

* N. L. Montoya (June 2010). Ethical and legal dilemmas surrounding bio-banking. P. 
Carrington eta!., Ed. US-China Law Review. Libertyville, Illinois: David Publishing 
Company, Vol.7, No.6, at 22-34. 

* N. L. Montoya (March 2010). The Niqab in Canada: Is it a charter right?. Cecily, Z. et 
a!., Ed. US-China Law Review. Libertyville, Illinois: David Publishing Company, Vol.7, 
No. 3, at 30-46. 

*Experience in legal research, including Quicklaw and Westlaw 
* Operation of a Switchboard 
* Fluidity in operation ofMicrosoft Word and aspects of WordPerfect 12 
* Excellent interpersonal communication skills 

*Attend the Gym/Martial Arts/Swimming/Socials/Movies 
*Theatre Work 
*Snowmobiling/Cross-Country Skiing 
*Quilting and Card Making 
*Reading and Writing Poetry, Books, and Music 
*Play the Piano (Grade 2 Theory and Grade 4 Royal Conservatory) 
*Child and Youth Work 

Available Upon Request 


